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A MOBILE GAMMA-RAY SCANNING SYSTEM 
FOR DETECTING.RADIATION ANOMALIES 

ASSOCIATED WITH ZZ6Ra-BEARING MATERIALS 

T. E. Myrick, M. S. Blair, R. V. Doane, and W. A. Goldsmith 

ABSTRACT 

A mobile gamma-ray scanning system has been developed by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory for use in the Department of 
Energy's remedial action survey programs. The unit consists 
of a Nal(TI) detection system housed in a specially-equipped 
van. The system is operator controlled through an on-board 
mini-computer, with data output provided on the computer 
video screen, strip chart recorders, and an on-line printer. 
Data storage is provided by a floppy disk system. Multi-
channel analysis capabilities ar^jncluded for qualitative 
radionuclide identification. A Ra-specific algorithm is 
employed to identify locations containing residual radium-
bearing materials. 

This report presents the details of the system descrip-
tion, software development, and scanning methods utilized 
with the ORNL system. Laboratory calibration and field 
testing have established the system sensitivity, field of 
view, and other performance characteristics, the results of 
which are also presented. Documentation of the instrumenta-
tion and computer programs are included. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A mobile gamma-ray scanning system has been developed for the 
Department of Energy (DOE) by members of the Health and Safety Research 
Division and the Instrumentation and Controls Division at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (OKNL). This system is being used in support of the 
DOK's radiological survey programs in the vicinity of uranium mill 
tailings sites and locations formerly utilized under government contract 
in operations involving radioactive materials. The mobile laboratory 
was originally developed and built by ORNL in 1979 and was operated 
until 1981 when it was upgraded to increase the system sensitivity and 
reliability, and to provide continuous radionuclide-specific analyses. 
This report gives a detailed discussion of the current version of the 
scanning van, including a system description, documentation of the 
software developed, details of the system calibration, and a description 
of the scanning methods employed. 

In 1974, two programs were initiated by the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion to (1) identify inactive uranium mill sites and sites formerly 
utilized for radioactive materials processing, (2) characterize the 
radiological status of these locations, and (3) determine the need for 
and extent of remedial actions that would be conducted in order to 
release the sites for unrestricted or limited use, as required. These 
programs, now directed by the DUE, were titled the Uranium Mill Tailings 
Remedial Action Program (UMTRAP) and the Formerly Utilized Sites Reme-
dial Action Program (FUSRAP). All of the UMXRAP sites and most of the 

1 2 
FUSRAP sites have undergone comprehensive radiological assessments. ' 
However* at many of these locations, offsite properties (called vicinity 
properties) have become contaminated with residual radioactive materials 
from the primary sites as a result of environmental forces (e.g., wind 
and water erosion), use of contaminated materials for construction-
related activities (e.g., fill material), or inadvertently through use 
of contaninated materials for other reasons. The broad survey program 
initiated to identify these contaminated vicinity properties includes 
the use of historical records searches, direct public inquiries, aerial 
radiological surveys, and mobile gamma-ray scanning. Upon completion of 
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this oroperty identification process, comprehensive onsite surveys are 
conducted by the DOE on those properties identified as containing con-
taminated materials in order to assess the need for the property to be 
included in the appropriate remedial action program. 

The primary mission of the mobile scanning van is to locate and 
identify those vicinity properties containing residual radioactive 
materials. typically, the scanning surveys are conducted as the final 
phase of the property identification process and are used to (1) verify 
the results of previous survey work, (2) document locations that were 
identified by the historical records search or public inquiries, 
(3) provide the ground-level follow-up surveying support needed to pin-
point the specific properties identified as radiation anomalies by the 
aerial surveys, and (4) screen large areas of town on a street-by-street 
basis. In identifying those properties where contaminated materials 
exist, the scanning system is used to detect changes in the gamma radia-
tion field (relative to background levels) associated with the site, as 
observed from accessible roadways, alleyways, or other public 
thoroughfares. 

At the majority of the sites included in the FUSRAP program and at 
all of the UMTRAP sites, the primary radionuclides of concern in the 

238 residual materials are members of the U decay chain. Typically, the 
23 8 original onsite processing had removed the majority of the U, leaving 

22 6 the daughter radionuclides in the waste material (principally Ra and 
its immediate daughter products). Hence, methods to detect this resi-

226 
dual contamination must involve the detection of Ra. The ORNL scan-
ning van was therefore designed specifically to locate radium-bearing 226 
materials by detecting the gamma-rays associated with the Ra 

214 
daughter, Bi. Although the system was designed to be radium-
specific, by a simple change in the appropriate instrument settings, and 
the application of a different data analysis algorithm, the van could be 
utilized to look for numerous other gamma-emitting radionuclides. 

The following report sections provide the detailed documentation of 
the scanning system development. Step-by-step operating procedures are 
provided in a separate document.^ 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The ORNL mobile gamma-ray scanning system consists of a specially-
equipped van housing a sodium-iodide thallium-activated [NaI(Tl/] detec-
tion system. The deteotor consists of three Nal(Tl) crystals, supported 
in a lead-shielded steel frame to provide a large detector surface area 
for acceptance of gamma-rays through one side of the survey van. The 
detector height can be varied with a hydraulio lift mechanism to opti-
mize the detector field-of-view. 

The detector output is transferred to a discriminator and 
eomputer-eontrolled interface, designed and fabricated at ORNL. This 
unit provides for continuous analysis of data inputs for correlation of 

226 
system location with count rate information. A Ra-specific algorithm 
is employed to identify locations containing residual radium-bearikB 
materials. Multichannel analysis capabilities are included in the sys-
tem for additional qualitative radionuclide identification. The system 
is operator-controlled through keyboard instructions to an on-board 
mini-computer. Data output is provided on the computer video screen, a 
dual-channel strip chart recorder, and an on-line printer. Data storage 
is provided by a dual floppy disk system. 

VEHICLE AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
The scanning vehicle is a modified 1979 Dodge B300 Maxivan 

(Fig. 1), ordered with the following options. 

1. Heavy-duty chasis 
2. Heavy-duty cooling system 
3. 100-amp alternator 
4. Oil cooling system 
5. Dual battery system 
6. Dual air conditioning system 
7. Large capacity gas tank 
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Fig. 1. Modified Dodge Maxivan for use in mobile gamma-ray scanning 
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The original vehiole roof was modified by the addition of an ambulance-
type fiberglass top. This modification increased the inside clearance 
to 150 om (60 in.), allowing additional room for equipment installation 
and operator movement. Windows were added in the rear quarter of the 
vehicle, on each side, to provide greater visibility for the operator. 

A 2.5-cm (1-in.) plywood floor was installed from the driver's com-
partment to the back of the van and covered with linoleum. Wooden base 
cabinets were fabricated to fit the left (driver's) side of the van. 
These cabinets provide lockable drawer space for storage of supplies, 
maps, spare instrumentation, support equipment, and the neoessary tech-
nical manuals and logbooks. A large area work top was included for 
instrument repair and map reading. The operator area at the rear of the 
van was designed in a console manner to allow convenient aocess to all 
equipment. A view of this console area is provided in Fig. 2. 

Electrical power on the road is supplied by a 4.5 kW gasoline-
powered generator and an uninterruptible power source consisting of a DC 
to AC power inverter. External AC power can be provided through an 
alternate circuit during stationary operation. Both systems provide 
115-VAC, 60-cycle line power. A battery charging unit is included to 
maintain sufficient charge on the vehicle battery system. Distribution 
of electrical power within the van is provided by direct lines and 
outlet strips. Voltmeters, ammeters, and frequency meters are used to 
monitor the primary power source. As shown in Fig. 3, the data-handling 
system (computer, interface unit, and strip chart recorder) is main-
tained on the uninterruptible power source, while the remaining equip-
ment is directly supplied by the generator or battery supply. Hence, in 
the event of a generator failure during operation, data storage will be 
maintained. 

Other features incorporated into the vehicle include a radio tele-
phone and an internal intercom sytem. The radio telephone allows com-
munication between ORNL and the field crew during operation for rapid 
transmittal of survey results or instructions. The internal intercom 
consists of an aircraft-type voice-activated headphone system that 
facilitates communications between crew members when noise levels neces-
sitate their use. In order to conduct field tests, electronic diagnos-
tics, and to perform normal system maintenance, support electronic 
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Fig. 2. Scanning van operator's console area 
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ORNL-DWG. 82-16527 

Fig. 3. Schematic of scanning van electrical power distribution system 
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equipment is maintained onboard. This equipment includes a portable 
digital multimeter, an oscilloscope, a frequenoy counter, and a pulse 
generator. Ancillary electronics supplies and tools, as well as an ade-
quate inventory of mechanical tools, are also stored on the van. 

SODIUM-IODIDE DETECTORS 
The gamma-ray detection capability on the scanning van is provided 

by three 10-cm z 10-cm z 40-cm (4-in. z 4-in. z 16-in.) 
Polyscin® Nal(Tl) log crystals, manufactured by Harshaw Chemical Com-
pany. These crystals are housed in thin-walled stainless steel, each 
with an integral 9-cm (3.5-in.) photomultiplier tube (Fig. 4). The pho-
tomultiplier tube bases are wired for high voltage inputs and signal 
outputs, with focus and tube gain adjustments. The Polyscin® crystal is 
more resilient than standard Nal(Tl) crystals, a characteristic that is 
particularly important in the mobile environment that is required of 
this scanning system. Greater fluctuations in temperature can be 
tolerated, and the probability of crystal fracture due to mechanical 
shock is reduced. 

Initial testing and evaluation of the crystals was performed by the 
Instrumentation and Controls Division at ORNL. At the optimum operating 
voltage of 1000 VDC, the crystal resolutions (full width at half 

137 
maximum - FWHM) for the 0.662 MeV Cs peak were determined to be 6.6%, 
6.7%, and 6.7%, respectively, for each of the three units. Since the 
system design called for the three crystals to act as one detector, the 
gain and focus adjustments were made to provide a matched output. The 
observed resolution (FWHM) of the summed signal from all three crystals 
for 137Cs is 7.0%. 

DETECTOR SHIELDING AND SUPPORT 
To support the three Nal(Tl) crystals in a side-by-side, vertical 

position, a steel frame was designed and fabricated at ORNL. In order 
to restrict the field-of-view of the detectors out one side of the van, 
shielding was provided for the back, sides, and top of the crystals* 
This shielding consisted of 2.5-cm (1-in.) lead sheets machined to fit 
into the crystal housing. Two lead sheets (5 cm total thickness) were 
used on the back of the detectors, one on each side, and one on the top. 
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ORNL-Photo 8596-81 

Fig. 4. The Nal(Tl) log crystals used for gamma-ray detection 
on the scanning van 
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Styrofoam insulation was inserted between the lead sheets and the crys-
tals to redace damage to the crystals from vibration or temperature 
fluctuations. Neoprene cushions were inserted between the crystal 
casings for added protection. A cross-sectional view of the complete 
detector assembly is given in Fig. 5, and a photograph of the front side 
(without the styrofoam cover on the detector front side) is shown in 
Fig. 6. The completed assembly effectively provides a 30-cm z 40-cm 
(12-in. z 16-in.) detector surface area for acceptance of gamma-rays. 

The detector assembly is mounted on a hydraulic lift mechanism to 
allow for variation in detector height relative to the ground. By 
increasing the detector height, a better angle of acceptance is obtained 
for gamma-rays originating below the soil surface. In addition, shield-
ing problems resulting from street-side obstacles (i.e., parked cars) 
can be minimized. The lift mechanism consists of two cable-type 
hydraulic cylinders mounted on a 1-cm steel plate with cable connections 
to the detector assembly. The total height of the lift mechanism is 
142 cm (56 in.), with a 100-cm (40-in.) cable travel. Hydraulic pres-
sure for cable movement is provided by a Monarch Model M303 hydraulic 
pump/reservoir. The hydraulic unit is remote-controlled and is powered 
by the vehicle 12 V battery system. A limit switch is mounted at the 
top of the frame to cut off electrical power to the pump when the max-
imum travel distance has been reached. Pressure relief is included in 
the piping network, with overflow routed into an auxiliary hydraulic 
fluid reservoir. Once the assembly is positioned at the maximum height, 
steel pins are inserted through the frame and detector assembly, and the 
hydraulic pressure released. A view of the hydraulic lift mechanism, 
with the detector assembly in the raised position, is given in Fig. 7. 
A view of the lowered assembly is provided in Fig. 8. 

The detector lift assembly is mounted in the rear of the scanning 
van on the right (passenger) side. In this position, the detector's 
field-of-view is out the right side of the van. With the detector 
assembly in the raised position, the center of the detector is 185 cm 
(73 in.) above the ground surface. During normal scanning operations, 
the detector is maintained at the maximum height. Under highway driving 
conditions, the assembly is lowered to provide better vehicle stability. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of detector assembly 



Fig. 6. Front view of detector assembly 



Fig. 7. Hydraulic l i f t mechanism/detector assembly in raised position 
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Fig. 8. Hydraulic l i f t mechanism/detector assembly in lowered position 
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10. Front view of the NIM electronics unit (lower bin) and Interface unit (upper bin) 
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In order for the Nal(Tl) crystals to appear as a single detector to 
the NIM instrumentation, the high voltage and output signal connections 
of each photomultiplier tube have beon paralleled. The detector is 
biased at 1000 volts by an ORTEC Model 456 high-voltage power supply and 
the signal outputs are connected to an ORTEC Model 113 scintillation 
preamplifier. The output signal on the preamplifier is applied to an 
ORTEC Model 490B amplifier/single-channel analyzer (SCA). The 490B pro-
vides two separate output signals; an amplified signal, and a portion of 
the amplified signal that has been selected by the single-channel 
analyzer. The SCA output signal is converted to an analog signal by the 
ORTEC Model 449 ratemeter. The analog signal is then applied to one of 
the data channels of the ancillary strip chart recorder. The amplified 
output of the 490B is connected to the Tracor Northern Model TN 1706 
multichannel analyzer and the Interface unit. The multichannel analyzer 
is used for system calibration and for qualitative analysis of the 
detector signal. The analyzer is manually controlled with output pro-
vided to the Tracor Northern Model IN 1314 display unit. 

Interface Unit 
The Interface unit, designed and fabricated by the Instrumentation 

and Controls Division at ORNL, consists primarily of four printed cir-
cuit boards. As shown in Fig. 9, the cards provide discrimination and 
counting capabilities, as well as interfacing the computer system with 
the distance transducer, strip chart recorder, and the audio alarms. 
Schematic drawings of the cards are included as Appendix I, with the 
appropriate drawing numbers referenced on Fig. 9. 

Discriminator Card 
The discriminator card selects the regions-of-interest (ROI) of the 

analog input signals that are to be analyzed by the computer. The cir-
cuit board contains eight separate window discriminator circuits. The 
ROI selected by these circuits are established by the 10-turn Helipots 
mounted on the front panel of the Interface unit (Fig. 10). These pots 
set the upper and lower threshold (0-8 VDC) for each of the eight data 
channels. Input signals outside the specified range do not generate an 
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output pulse to the counter cardj. The discriminator card is divided 
into two sections corresponding to the A and B counter cards which 
receive the output from the discriminator. The input data channels are 
labeled Al to A4 and B1 to B4, corresponding to the data flow path 
through the counter cards. Channel Al receives its input from the dis-
tance transducer, while the remaining channels A2 through B4 accept 
parallel amplified signal outputs from the ORTEC 490B amplifier. 

Counter Cards 
Each of the two counter cards (A and B on Fig. 9) contains four 

separate eight-decade counter/latches, with the associated timing and 
control logic. Interface circuitry is provided for communication with 
the computer system via the IEEE 488 bus. Both counter cards are 
designed to accumulate data from the discriminator board for a one-
second period, then transmit the data from all four of its counters as a 
data burst to the computer. 

The counter/latches are Large Scale Integrated (LSI) circuits 
(LS7030) manufactured by LSI Computer Systems, Inc. This integrated 
circuit contains an eight-decade BCD counter, latches, and data-
multiplexing circuitry. After accumulating data from the appropriate 
input channel (Al to A4 or B1 to B4), the discriminator outputs are dis-
abled, the contents of each counter register are transferred to the 
latches, and the counters are cleared. The timing and control logic 
establishes the one-second data acquisition period. The time base is 
divided down from a 10-MHz crystal oscillator. The contents of the 
latches are then multiplexed onto the computer IEEE 488 bus. This com-
puter interface is provided by a Fairchild digital integrated circuit 
(96LS488) and a tri-state buffer. The Fairchild circuit contains all 
the necessary logic to decode the address and for the bus handshake 
operations. The address for each counter card is selected by 
programming the Fairchild circuit with the dip switches mounted on the 
board. When the computer addresses the counter card, the Fairchild cir-
cuit enables the tri-state buffer and controls the data transfer to the 
488 bus. The format of the data burst to the computer calls for the 
insertion of a comma between the data from each counter and the use of a 
carriage return as the delimiter at the end of the transmission. 
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Reoorder/Alarm Card 
The recorder/alarm card was designed to provide the interface 

between the computer, the strip chart recorder, and the audio alarms. 
This circuit board receives all input data and instructions from the 
computer via the IEEE 488 bus. The card contains two dedicated channels 
for transmission of data to the strip chart recorder, and an instruction 
decade register for control of strip chart options and the two separate 
audio alarms. The data channels provide an analog signal for strip 
chart pen movement through a digital-to-analog computer buffer, and 
digital data for chart print-head operation. A 16-character memory 
buffer is included in the circuit to minimize data transfer time to the 
chart print head. Following computer transmission of the data into this 
storage buffer, the information is transferred to the print head drive 
electronics independently of the other card functions. The instruction 
decade register allows computer control of the strip chart drive motor 
power and event marker (see strip chart description in a following sec-
tion), as well as sounding the vehicle speed and "hit" criteria (see 
Software Development section) audio alarms when computer analysis of the 
scan data indicates that the appropriate criteria have been exceeded. 

Computer System 
The heart of the data acquisition system on the scanning van is the 

compnter system. This system (1) is the primary means of communication 
between the system operator and the electronics, (2) provides continuous 

226 
analysis of the scan data, utilizing a Ra-specific algorithm, 
(3) displays the scan results on a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) screen for 
operator observation, (4) maintains a permanent record of the data on 
floppy disk, and (5) provides printing capabilities for hard copy of the 
scan results. The computer system consists of three separate units, all 
manufactured by Commodore Business Machine (CBM), including the CBM 8032 
computer, the CBM 4022F tractor printer, and the CBM 8050 dual-drive 
floppy disk. A photograph of these units is shown in Fig. 11, with a 
brief description of their operating characteristics given as-follows. 
For more details of the capabilities of these systems, refer to the? 
appropriate technical manual. 



Fig. 11. Commodore Business Machine computer system 
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The CBM 8032 computer is a self-contained unit with a keyboard and 
an 80-column CRT screen. The unit has 32K bytes of user memory and 
utilizes the CBM Version 4.0 BASIC language. The BASIC library and 
operating instructions are stored in Read Only Memory (ROM). The opera-
tions systems for the associated disk unit and printer are contained 
within these peripherals, thereby minimizing the use of computer memory 
for this purpose. Operator interaction with the computer peripherals, 
as well as the Interface unit, are provided through keyboard entries 
into the computer. Interpretation of the keyboard commands is accom-
plished through the use of a CBM Disk Operating System (DOS) program and 
an ORNL-developed program for all other scan-related functions (see Pro-
gram Description section for details). 

The CBM 8050 disk drive unit is a dual-drive diskette storage de-
vice consisting of read/write controls, drive motor electronics, two 
drive mechanisms, two read/write heads, and track positioning mecha-
nisms. Each drive is designed for use with a single- or double-density, 
single-sided, 13-cm (5.25-in.) disk. The total storage capacity for 
each disk is approximately 500 K bytes. The disk unit contains a memory 
buffer to allow computer data transfer as needed, without delaying sub-
sequent program execution. During normal system operation. Drive 0 is 
utilized for operating programs interfacing, and Drive 1 is used for 
scan data storage. 

The CBM 4022P printer is a tractor-feed, bi-directional printing 
device operated through software control from the CBM computer. It 
prints alphanumeric and graphic characters on an 80-character field. The 
print head is a dot matrix type, capable of printing 60 characters per 
second. Printer usage is normally limited tc the printout of data sum-
maries at the end of each scan file (see Scanning Methods section), 
although it is also used to provide hard copies of programs, file direc-
tories, and raw data lists. 
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Ancillary Equipment 
Strip Chart Reoorder 

A dual-channel strip chart recorder, manufactured by MFE Incor-
porated, is included in the scanning system for additional visual 
display of scanning data and to provide backup data documentation 
(Fig. 12). The unit ut i l izes heat-sensitive chart paper in conjunction 
with variable temperature marking pens for data recording. Additional 
data documentation on the chart is provided by an alphanumeric printer 
and an event marker, both of which print along the margins of the paper. 
The recorder was modified at ORNL to allow additional computer control 
of chart drive power and the event marker. 

As shown in Fig. 9, input to the strip chart is provided by the 
ORTEC 449 ratemeter for recording of gross count rate information (chan-
nel 1) , and from the computer through the Interface unit recorder/alarm 
card for recording of a modified rat io (channel 2) that identifies data 
exceeding the preset "h i t" cr i ter ia . The alphanumeric printer is used 
to record on the le f t chart margin each f i l e name as i t is created, and 
to print the vehicle distance traveled every 20 seconds during the scan. 
The event marker indicates in the right margin of the chart when key-
board entries are made into the computer while scanning. The 
alphanumeric printer and the event marker inputs are essential in the 
correlation of the chart data with the data stored on the floppy disk. 

Distance Transducer 
In order to correlate the location of the scanning vehicle with the 

gamma radiation measurements being made, a distance transducer was 
designed and fabricated at ORNL. This device, mounted on the vehicle 
drive shaft, converts the rotation of the shaft into l ight pulses that 
can then be counted. The number of pulses per unit time are correlated 
by the computer to the distance traveled during that time period using a 
conversion factor (ft/pulse) determined by system calibration 
procedures. 

The transducer consists of matched infrared l ight emitter and 
detector units, secured in an aluminum block holder, and spaced approx-
imately 1.3 cm (0.5 in . ) apart. The photo transistor and driver tran-
sistors are wired as a Darlington amplifier to improve the detector 
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Fig. 12. Front view of the MFE strip chart recorder (lower bin) 
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sensitivity. The holder is located underneath the scanning vehicle, 
adjacent to the drive shaft, attached to the transmission housing. A 
fabricated metal disk, with four equally-spaced holes, is mounted on the 
shaft at that point and is positioned between the l ight emitter and 
deteotor (Fig. 13). As the drive shaft and metal disk rotates, the 
holes alternately align with the light souroe, allowing light to pass to 
the deteotor. A biased voltage of +5 V for emitter operation is pro-
vided by the NIM bin power supply. When l ight strikes the detector, a 
+5 V pulse is generated and transferred to the Interface unit discrimi-
nator card data channel Al. The pulses are summed by the counter card 
circuitry and the data transmitted to the computer for conversion to 
distance information. Vith the present gear rat io of the vehicle 
transmission, and the current t i re size (at proper inf lat ion) , each 
pulse generated by the transducer represents approximately 10 cm (4 in . ) 
of vehicle travel. 

Audio Alarms 
Audio alarms have been incorporated into the scanning system to 

alert the operator of measured radiation levels exceeding the preset 
"h i t " cr i ter ia , and to warn the driver when the scanning speed is too 
fast. Two solid state alarm devices are used, one for each purpose. A 
pulsating alarm is triggered when the appropriate "h i t " cr i ter ia are 
exceeded during the one-second counting interval. The other alarm, 
located next to the driver's compartment, is activated at a vehicle 
speed of approximately 3 m/s (10 f t / s ) . Both alarms are controlled by 
the CBN computer, with commands routed through the Interface unit 
recorder/alarm card. 
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MACHINED 
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5V PULSE 
(TO INTERFACE UNIT) 
+5V POWER SUPPLY 
(NIM BIN) 

Fig. 13. Schematic of scanning van distance transducer 
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

In order to effectively and eff iciently u t i l i ze the information 
obtained by the detection and data acquisition systems, computer control 
and analysis capabilities vere necessary. The software developed at 
ORNL for this purpose was designed to provide (1) ease in operator con-
trol of the total system, (2) immediate on analy sis of the scan 
data, and (3) adequate documentation of the scan results. The data 
analysis technique was developed to make the scanning system radium-
specific in i ts detection of radiation anomalies, and to minimize the 
incidence of "false hits" (e.g. , the identification of properties as 
radiation anomalies when they actually are not). To this end, s ta t is t i -
cal methods were employed for comparison of input data with normal 
"background" radiation levels. 

This report section presents details of the data analysis tech-
niques employed and provides documentation of the computer program 
developed. The complete program listing is given in Appendix I I . 

DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 
The algorithm employed for continuous analysis of the scan data was 

developed from techniques ut i l ized for aerial scanning of 
4 

radiologically-contaminated areas. In this analysis, comparison is 
made between the observed count rates arising from certain naturally-
occurring radionuclides and residual radioactive materials. When the 
observed ratio of these count rates is determined to be stat ist ical ly 
different from normal background, the location is identified as a radia-
tion anomaly. Application of this technique for mobile scanning 
involved modifications in background determinations and in data reduc-
tion. The algorithm employed in the scanning system was optimized 
during f ie ld testing at UMTRAP vicinity properties where comprehensive 
onsite radiological characterization had been completed (see System 
Calibration section). 22 6 In the ORNL system, three regivus-of-interest for Ra (the 
609 keV, 1120 keV, and 1764 keV energy peaks of 2 1 4 B i ) , and one for 
232 208 Th (the 2614 keV energy peak of Tl) are analyzed each second. 
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Based on the observed count rates in these energy regions throughout a 
given area, an average "background" radium-to-thorium ratio (R) can be 
determined as follows: 

p - p./Tt, - R a c o p n t r a t e - C(609) + C(1120) + C(1764) 
K - Ra/Th - ^ o o n n t r a t e - C(2614) U ) 

where 

C(x) = observed count rate for the (x) keV photopeak 

Associated with this average ratio is a standard deviation that is 
dependent upon the variation of the individual Ra and Th components. 

f a j + ^ R a ^ 2 j y a (2) 

standard deviation of the Ra/Th ratio 

average Ra/Th ratio in background area 

standard deviation of the count rate in the Th 
energy region 

average Th count rate in background area 

average Ra count rate in background area 

standard deviation of the count rate in the Ra 
energy regions 

Thus, for any area to be scanned, there can be computed some Ra/Th 
rat io, R + kor (where k is the specified two-sided confidence level ) , K 
that can be used for comparison with the scan data obtained for each 
street within that area. 

226 
In identifying locations containing residual Ra-bearing materi-

als, the scanning system ut i l izes cr i ter ia ( " h i t " cr i ter ia ) a l l based on 
the observed background Ra and Th count rates and the computed Ra/Th 

where 

o_ = 
R 
R = 

°Th -

*Th = 

*Ra = 

ffRa = 
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rat io. The f i rs t criterion which must be met involves the determination 
of a minimum count rate in the Ra energy regions that results in a 
detectable change in the observed Ra/Th ratio. The mathematical expres-
sion for this criterion is as follows (derived in Reference 4). 

Cm = 2 k f R a ( « + 1 ) ] V a + k 2 ( 3 ) 

where 

Cm = minimum Ra count rate above background 

k - specified 2-sided confidence level 

x = average Ra count rate in background area 
Ka 

R = average Ra/Th ratio in background area 

For a detected count rate to pass this f i r s t h i t criterion, the total 
count rate in the three Ra energy windows must exceed x_ + C . 

K a m 
The second and third hit cr i ter ia, either of which must be met 

before a location is considered an anomaly, are based on comparison of 
the observed Ra/Th ratio with the computed background ratio. In the 
second criterion, the observed and background ratios are directly com-
pared, and i f the 

observed Ra/Th > R + kc_, (4) 
R 

the location is considered to have exceeded the criterion. In the third 
criterion (called the positive difference technique), a mathematical 
difference is computed, 

difference - observed Ra - [observed Th(R + ke_)l . (5) 
R 

When this difference is positive, the observed count rate is considered 
above the criterion. 
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The second and third cr i ter ia , although ut i l i z ing the same back-
ground ratio for their basis, provide different degrees of sensit ivity, 
depending on the magnitude of the observed count rates in the energy 
windows. Their combined use provides for a reduction in the incidence 
of false hits. 

In application of the data analysis technique, the 95% confidence 
level has been specified for stat ist ical analysis of the background data 
(k = 1.96). For determination of the minimum count rate cri terion 
(Equation 3) , the 68% confidence level (k = 1.0) was judged to be the 
most effective, based on f ie ld test results. As an example of the 
analysis technique, the following data are presented from the f ie ld 
testing. For details of the methods used in obtaining these data, see 
the Scanning Methods seotion of this report. 

Average background Ra count rate (cps) 262 + 32 
Average background Th count rate (ops) 23 + 10 
Average background Ra/Th ratio 1 1 + 4 
Computed hi t criterion for Ra (cps) 377 
Ra/Th ratio used for hi t criterion 15 

Hence, for a location to be considered a radiation anomaly within the 
background area for which these data apply, the total Ra counts in any 
one second interval must exceed 377 and either the corresponding Ra/Th 
ratio must exceed 15 or the positive difference technique (Equation 5) 
must indicate a positive value. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
As described in the introduction to this section, the software 

package developed for the scanning system was designed to allow simple 
operator control, continuously analyze the scan data, and provide ade-
quate documentation of the results. Operator control through keyboard 
entry was required for accessing the computer peripherals (disk drive 
and pr inter) , and supplying necessary inputs for data analysis and docu-
mentation. The data analysis requirements included (1) providing system 
calibration aids, (2) determination ' l i t cr i ter ia for data correla-
tion, (3) conversion of distanee transducer input into distance traveled 
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information, (4) correlation of distance information with connt rate 
inputs, and (5) comparison of a l l scan data with the predetermined hit 
or alarm cr i ter ia . 

In order to provide ease in operator control of the computer sys-
tem, a single program was developed to access subroutines that address 
each of the specific data acquisition or documentation needs. In con-
junction with this program (referred to as the Scan Program), the CBM 
Dish Operating System (DOS) Program is ut i l ized for floppy-disk drive 
control. The Scan Program (Appendix I I ) is written in BASIC and 
includes six primary subroutines (Program Nodes): 

1. Calibration Node - Used for system checkout 
2. Background Mode - Defines background for area to be scanned 
3. Scan Node - Records a l l street survey data (scan data) 
4. Identif ication Mode - Used to pinpoint anomaly locations 
5. Fi le List Mode - Prints summarized scan data 
6. Data Dump Mode - Prints a l l stored raw data 

Computer log-on instructions are provided as a separate part of the pro-
gram. Operator access to the different program modes is accomplished by 
single-keystroke entries. Interaction between computer and operator is 
normally prompted by statements appearing on the computer CRT. Program 
mode execution is terminated with the EXIT key resulting in an automatic 
l ist ing of the mode directory. A schematic diagram of the basic program 
flow is given in Fig. 14, with discussion of each mode of operation as 
follows. 

Log-on Sequence 
After the DOS support program has been run to establish computer 

communications with the disk drive, and the Scan Program executed, the 
log-on sequence is then conducted. This sequence involves interaction 
between the computer and operator to record the operator's name and the 
date of data collection. When this information is provided, the program 
modes can then be accessed. Under normal operations, the Background 
Mode is automatically entered to obtain the necessary data for scanning 
act iv i t ies . I f other modes are desired, they must be specifically 
addressed at this time. 
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Fig. 14. Software flowchart for the CBM computer system 
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Calibration Mode 
This program mode aids the operator in performance of the daily 

detector system calibration. When the snbrontine is executed, all the 
necessary calibration information is displayed on the computer CRT for 
reference. This includes: 

1. Identification of the calibration sources used, including the 
energy of the primary gamma-ray emitted and the channel 
numbers on the multichannel analyzer display unit where these 
primary photopeaks should occur, and 

2. A table of relevant information on the interface unit input 
data channels, including the data type (distance pulse or 
energy ROI), the current settings on the 10-turn Helipots, and 
the corresponding channel numbers on the analyzer display unit 
represented by these settings. 

This calibration information is updated by program editing when adjust-
ments are made. 

The Calibration Mode can be used to display the raw data from each 
data channel in checking system response (see Field Calibration sec-
tion). This portion of the program mode is accessed by a single key-
stroke (any key) and results in a visual display of the one-second data 
update from the Interface unit. A ten-second sum and thirty-second 

226 
average of the data representing the total Ra energy regions are com-
puted and displayed for use in daily checking of the system sensitivity. 

Background Mode 
To obtain the necessary data for computation of the appropriate hit 

criteria, the Background Mode program must he used. This program con-
tains two options, one of which accumulates "new" background data, and 
the other in which previously-determined (old) background data are 
input. In both instances, values for the hit criteria are computed and 
stored for subsequent use. 

When the operator selects the "new" background option, the computer 
displays a condensed set of operating instructions. The operator deter-
mines a name for the data file to be generated, and enters that name as 
the file name on the floppy disk. Data Accumulation then begins with 
raw data storage on the disk. Computer-analyzed data are displayed on 
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the computer CRT, consisting of the one-second update of the total dis-
tance traveled (in feet), the total number of counts in the radium 
energy regions, and the computed Ra/Th ratio. When the program mode is 
terminated, the disk data file is closed, and computer analysis of the 
disk-stored data begins. Upon completion of this analysis, a summary of 
the data are printed, vhich includes the computed mean and standard 
deviation of the appropriate energy ROI's, and the values of the hit 
criteria to be used for the area scanned. An example of such a printout 
is provided in Fig. 15. 

When the operator selects the "old" background option, the computer 
prompts the operator to provide the necessary input from a previous 
background file. The data required include the average count rate 
determined for the radium energy regions, and the mean and standard 
deviation of the computed Ra/Th ratio. These data can be obtained from 
a previous background file printout. After the information is entered, 
computer calculation of the hit criteria is performed, with the results 
displayed on the computer CRT for a few seconds and the criteria values 
stored for subsequent use. 

Scan Mode 
The Scan Mode of operation is used for the accumulation, analysis, 

storage, and printing of all scan data. When this program mode is 
selected, input instructions are displayed for operator response. Upon 
entering the appropriate file name for the area to be scanned, this 
identification is transferred to the floppy disk system for file crea-
tion, the strip chart drive motor is activated, and the file name 
transmitted to the chart recorder print head for printing. The program 
then enters a program loop which reads the data from the Interface unit, 
analyzes the data, and stores it on the floppy disk. The loop is exe-
cuted at one-second intervals. 

In this program loop, the computer first addresses each counter 
card in the Interface unit, which then transmits its data into computer 
memory. At this time, the computer relays the data to the floppy disk 
unit for storage and starts the data analysis process. This analysis 
begins with the summing of the inputs from each of the three Ra data 
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B P I C K G R O U W D F I L E H R M E B K G 1 2 

MEAN STD.DEV. 
1 SIGMA 

GROSS COUNTS 2 3 3 7 4 3 
TOTAL Ra 2 9 3 17 
Th 30 5 
K 122 11 
Ra^Th 1© 1 

H I T CRITERIA 
TOTAL Ra COUNTS 4 0 6 
RATIO 11 

Fig. 15. Example pr in tout for the Background Program Mode 
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channels (total Ra), calculation of the Ra/Th ratio, computation of 
positive difference value, and conversion of the number of distance 
transducer pulses observed into distance traveled for that one-second 
period, to bo added to the previous total. The computer then c o m p a i r e B 

the count rate data obtained with the predetermined hit criteria (see 
Background Mode section) and the distance duta with the preset alarm 
level (approximately 3 m/s). If either limit is exceeded, the appropri-
ate alarm is sounded. At this point in the program loop, the scan data 
are displayed on the computer CRT. The displayed data consist of the 
total distance, total radium counts, Ra/Th ratio, and the sign of the 
positive difference value (+ or -). When the hit criteria are exceeded, 
an asterisk is displayed to the right of the normal scan data. The 
display is updated every second, and a scroll feature employed to allow 
operator viewing of an entire screen of scan data. An example of the 
computer display of typical scan data is provided in Fig. 16. As the 
final step in the program loop, the Ra/Th ratio data are transmitted to 
the digital-to-analog converter buffer for subsequent recording on the 
strip chart. 

During the gamma scan of a street, names of permanent landmarks 
(i.e., house numbers and cross streets) can be input into the computer 
via keyboard entries (maximum of 21 characters) as they are passed by 
the moving vehicle. As the characters are typed, they are displayed at 
the bottom of the computer CRT. When the name is completed and a car-
riage return entered, the landmark information is transmitted to the 
disk for storage, the name scrolls up the screen with the rest of the 
scan data, and instructions are sent to the strip chart for event marker 
operation. In addition, every 20 seconds, the total accumulated dis-
tance information is transmitted to the strip chart print head buffer 
for inclusion on the chart data. 

When the Scan Mode is terminated (EXIT key), the disk file is 
closed and the strip chart motor is turned off. The disk file is then 
reopened in a read mode for computer analysis and a summarized printout 
of the stored data. In this analysis, the counting data (total Ra. 
Ra/Th ratio, and positive difference value) are compared to the preset 
hit criteria and when these criteria are exceeded, the computer trans-
mits a data summary of that information. The summary printout contains 
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Fig. 16. Example of computer display of typical scan data 
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(1) documentation of the file name, (2) a listing of the hit criteria 
used in the analysis of the data, (3) all pertinent scan data for the 
hit looation, (4) a remarks column for additional operator input (see 
Identification Mode section), and (5) identification of the system 
operator and the date the data were obtained. An example of a data sum-
mary printout is given in Fig. 17. The summarized scan data provide 
location information and a listing of the total Ra counts observed, the 
Ra/Th ratio, and the magnitude and sign of the computed positive differ-
ence value. Approximate hit location information is generated by com-
puting net distances from the landmarks that are input during the scan 
process. In the data summary, the total distance (from starting point 
of the scan file) of the most recently input landmark is printed (Total 
Distance Column), the name or description of that landmark included 
(Street Number Column), and the net distance from the landmark to the 
hit location listed (Net Distance Colnmn). All computed distances are 
given in feet. The dotted lines in the printout are used for data 
separation to indicate that at least three successive counting intervals 
contained no readings above the hit criteria. If computer analysis of 
the scan data determines that no readings on the file exceed the hit 
criteria, an abbreviated printout is provided (Fig. 18). 

Identification Mode 
This program mode is used in conjunction with the Scan Mode data 

summary printout to pinpoint the exact locations of the radiation 
anomalies identified during the scan. Property addresses and/or 
detailed descriptions can then be added to the summary sheet in the 
Remarks/Location Column. 

The Identification subroutine is similar to the Scan Mode subrou-
tine in data acquisition and computer CRT display. The major differ-
ences are that (1) the strip chart is not activated, (2) no data are 
transferred to the floppy disk for storage, (3) a distance "zeroing" 
option is provided, and (4) no data printout occurs. The "zero" option 
can be accessed anytime during program mode execution (by entering the 
zero key), to reset the total distance on the computer CRT display to 
zero. This allows the operator to observe the net distance traveled 
from a landmark, for comparison with the information provided on the 
Scan Mode data summary. 
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S C F I N F X L . E HfHME - O L D R V T H H S r~~FH 3 

TOTAL Ra COUNT HIT 384 
RATIO HIT 11 

TOTAL STREET NET TOT R& Ra/Th POS 
01STANCE NUMBER DISTANCE COUNTS RATIO DIFF 

714 v i s i tor bleachers 425 412 12 49 
431 521 19 224 
438 572 21 275 
442 713 IS 268 
449 827 24 442 
456 841 27 500 
512 856 20 333 
521 909 21 436 
541 772 15 189 
558 746 22 372 
577 691 26 394 
584 622 19 259 
606 548 13 97 
621 492 18 184 
636 398 12 24 

1365 bIcA-4 n end o-f -fie-Id 650 

1365 bids n end o-f f i e ld 81 418 11 11 
98 470 13 74 

1464 pink -f i l l present 98 
20 560 15 142 
28 574 17 211 
57 5S9 16 171 
57 530 14 123 
65 563 13 79 
71 541 16 178 

REMARKS/LOCATION 

T.L.KROHE 
6/18/82 

Fig. 17. Example of Scan Mode data summary printout 
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S C R H F=" I I EE. H R M E N E B B N O O D E R 

TOTAL Ra COUNT HIT 403 
RATIO HIT 12 

l - J O R H O M R L I E S 

6/16/82 
T.L.KROHE 

Fig. 18. Example of abbreviated Scan Mode data printout 
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File List Mode 
The File List Mode is used to generate a printout of the computer-

summarized scan data. This printout has the same format and content as 
the Scan Mode summaries. When this subroutine is executed, three data 
analysis options are presented. These include using the previously-
stored hit criteria for data comparison, inputing new criteria to obtain 
a different analysis of the data, or listing all of the data above and 
below the hit criteria. If the second option is chosen, the computer 
will ask for the necessary input data (total Ra counts and Ra/Th ratio 
hit levels) prior to the data analysis loop. Next, the computer reads 
the floppy disk directory and assigns a number to each data file on the 
disk. The operator then has the option of either identifying the number 
of a single file to be listed, or specifying that all files are to be 
printed. 

Once the appropriate options have been selected and all necessary 
inputs provided, the computer reads the stored scan data for the chosen 
file(s), analyzes the data, and prints out the results. 

Data Dump Mode 
This program mode is used to generate a printout of all raw data 

stored on the floppy disk. The subroutine accesses the data files the 
same way as the File List Mode, for printouts of single or multiple 
files. When this subroutine is executed, the raw data are printed out 
in the format shown in Fig. 19. In addition to the count rate data and 
distance data, the hit criteria, operator's name, and date of original 
data acquisition are provided, as shown in the first entries in the 
Total Distance columns of the printout. No analysis of the scan data 
occurs when this program mode is executed. 
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Fig. 19. Example of Data Dump Mode data printout 
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SCANNING METHODS 

Mobile gamma-ray scanning involves the systematic surveying of all 
streets, alleyways, parking lots, and other public thoroughfares within 
defined survey boundaries. Any locations found to exhibit gamma radia-
tion levels statistically different from background must be identified 
to aid in subsequent coordination for future comprehensive onsite sur-
veys. In order to optimize the detection system sensitivity, scanning 
speeds must be maintained as slow as possible, and source-to-detector 
distances minimized. Daily calibration of the system is necessary to 
assure the validity of the scan data. Adequate documentation of loca-
tions scanned and actual scan results must be maintained, with reliable 
long-term storage of all raw data. 

Typically, the scanning van is operated by a three-man crew. This 
crew size provides for a driver, system operator, and data analyst. The 
system operator is responsible for general system operation, including 
the daily calibration checks and operating the data acquisition system. 
The data analyst is responsible for all scan data from the survey, 
insuring that adequate information is obtained and that the survey log 
book is maintained. Normally, the data analyst is also responsible for 
the day-to-day planning of the scanning survey. 

The following discussions give details of the methods employed for 
the normal street-by-street scanning for which the system was designed. 
Modifications to these survey methods can easily be made when the van is 
utilized for other purposes (e.g., scanning of large open areas). 
Step-by-step instructions on the system operation are provided in 
Reference 3. 

FIELD CALIBRATIONS 
Prior to the initiation of a scanning survey, and daily during the 

survey, various system calibrations must be performed. These include 
calibration of the distance transducer at the beginning of the survey, 
and daily checks of the detector sensitivity, window discriminator 
settings, and a four-point energy calibration. 
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Since continuous correlation is made of distance traveled with 
detector response during scanning, calibration of the distance-measuring 
system must be performed. The stability of the system has proven to be 
adequate such that a field check and reoalibration is necessary only at 
the start of each survey trip (usually at monthly intervals). Calibra-
tion of the system requires that at least a 500-foot length of straight, 
level road be marked off for distance correlation. By accessing the 
Calibration Program Mode, the cumulative distance (in feet) can be 
observed on the display screen as the van moves. After traversing the 
specified distance several times, the average observed distance can be 
compared to the actual measured distance. A conversion factor can then 
be determined and changes made in the appropriate locations of the com-
puter program. Variations of +3% are tolerated with the current system. 

Field calibration and checkout of the detector system is conducted 
on a daily basis, prior to the initiation of scanning activities for 
that day. After allowing sufficient time for instrument warm-up 
(minimum of 30 minutes), all instrument settings are checked against a 
master listing provided by the Calibration Mode of the computer program. 
The system amplifier gain is then checked by performing an energy cali-
bration with the on-board multichannel analyzer, using check sources of 
137 60 208 

Cs, Co, and Tl. These gamma-ray sources provide peak calibra-
tion at four points ranging from 0.66 MeV to 2.61 MeV. Once the gain 
has been adjusted to place the gamma-peaks in the required channel loca-
tions, the entire system is considered calibrated. Spot checks of peak 
locations are performed throughout the day to assure that no gain 
shifting has occurred. As a last check before scanning begins, a sensi-137 
tivity comparison of the detector response is made. Utilizing a Cs 
check source at a specified distance from the detector, an average net 
count rate is determined. Comparison of this net reading (corrected for 
souroe decay) with previous results gives an indication of changes in 
the detector sensitivity. Differences above the set tolerance level 
(+3%) require further investigation. 
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BACKGROUND DETERMINATIONS 
Sinoe the data analysis method employed on the scanning van is 

based on computations involving background count rates in the various 
energy regions of concern, these background levels must first be estab-
lished before scanning can begin. To determine these backgrounds, the 
city to be scanned is divided into small areas (approximately ten city 
blocks on a side) for which an associated background level would be 
obtained. Care is taken to assure that the background boundaries encom-
pass areas that are fairly uniform in land use, geology, and topography. 
This results in more useful and better-defined background information 
for statistical analysis. In each of these areas, a scan is made using 
the background mode of operation, at normal driving speed, traversing at 
least 50% of the streets and alleys included in the section. 

At the end of the background scan, the average count rates and 
associated standard deviations for each of the energy windows are com-
puted, the average Ra/Th ratio and its standard deviation determined, 
the associated hit criteria calculated, and all the information printed 
out and stored for later use. If a street-by-street scan of that area 
is conducted immediately after obtaining the background, the needed 
information (hit criteria values) will be automatically input to the 
computer. If several backgrounds are established before any scanning is 
undertaken, then the necessary input must be entered into the computer 
by the operator. These data would be obtained either from the computer 
printout provided when that background was established, or by re-
analyzing the data contained on the appropriate data disk. 

The background radiation levels established by this method 
represent an estimate of the average levels observed by the van in a 
certain section of town. They are used as the statistical baseline for 
comparison with subsequent scan data for that area. TOiese measurements 
do not represent "natural" background levels since influences from brick 
buildings, detector geometry conditions, and other interfering factors 
have not been excluded. 
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STREET-BY-STREET SCANNING 
Aftet the background levels for the survey areas have been estab-

lished, the street-by-street scans of these areas can begin. For each 
street to be scanned, the Scan Program Mode is accessed, and a storage 
file is opened on the floppy disk system, with the file identified by 
the name of the street and the direction of travel. Scanning is con-
ducted at a slow speed (~5 mph), with an alarm system utilized to alert 
the driver when the vehicle is traveling too fast. The distance between 
the van and the property is maintained at a minimum, driving next to the 
curb unless obstructions (i.e., parked cars) prevent it. During the 
scan, the detectors are secured in the raised position to maximize the 
field of view and minimize the influence of street-side obstructions. 

As the scan proceeds, permanent landmarks (e.g., house numbers, 
cross streets) are systematically input to the computer to be stored 
along with the rest of the scan data for cross reference. During the 
scan, when a property is passed which exhibits gamma radiation levels 
exceeding the preset hit criteria, an alarm is sounded and special nota-
tion made on the computer video screen. This alarm continues to sound 
until the anomaly has been passed. At the end of the scan, the data 
file is closed and computer analysis of the data begins. This analysis 
results in the printout of a list of all anomalies identified by the 
scan, providing exact location information in terms of distance from the 
input permanent landmarks as well as the count rates observed in the 
Ra-energy windows and the computed difference technique analysis value. 
To further define the locations and add additional information, a rescan 
of each anomaly is then performed in the Identification Program Mode, at 
an even slower speed, to better define the area of concern and allow for 
detailed description of property (i.e., house address, or if unavail-
able, a description of the house). If desired at this time, a detailed 
spectrum analysis can be undertaken utilizing the on-board multichannel 
analyzer system over extended time periods (typically 5-10 minutes). 

When one side of the street has been analyzed, the other side is 
scanned in the opposite direction. In addition, all accessible parking 
areas, alleyways, and other public thoroughfares are scanned within the 
survey section. When all the scanning has been completed, the complete 
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set of stored raw data for the entire surveyed area can be printed ont 
for future reference. Documentation of the progress of the scanning 
survey is maintained on a large-scale street map, where streets and 
alleyways that have been scanned are appropriately marked. At survey 
completion, this map and the data summary sheets serve as the permanent 
record of a l l areas scanned. 
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SYSTEM CALIBRATION 

To define the scanning system performance characteristics, a series 
of calibration exercises were conducted. These experiments were 
designed to establish the detection sensitivity, define the directional 
response of the shielded detectors, and provide some degree of correla-
tion between detector response and soil radium concentration. Field 
testing nf the scanning van was conducted in the vicinity of an eastern 
UMTRAP site, where offsite properties were known to contain residual 
radium-bearing materials. Analysis of scan data from several streets was 
performed to correlate the system response with the radiological condi-
tions that exist at properties on those streets. The results from these 
tests were used for both computer algorithm development as well as sys-
tem calibration information. 

Calibration activities performed at ORNL utilized sealed-radium 
standard sources of 1.0 mg and 0.18 mg, and four uranium mill tailings 
simulated area sources. As shown in Table 1, the exposure rates versus 
distance for the radium "point" sources were well documented and pro-
vided the needed standards for direct detector response. The area 
sources consisted of numerous individual soil samples that had been 

226 analyzed on a Germanium Lithium-drifted (GeLi) detector for Ra. 
2 Approximately 20 kg of soil was placed in a shallow box of 1-m area, 

226 with a nominal soil thickness of 10 cm. The average Ra concentration 
of each source was determined by a weighted averaging of the individual 

226 
sample GeLi analysis results. The resulting mean Ra values for these 
tailings sources ranged from 35 pCi/g to 1260 pCi/g (Table 1). 

DETECTOR SENSITIVITY 
In order to test the gross sensitivity of the Nal(Tl) detection 

system utilized on the scanning van, an experiment was performed to com-
226 

pare the detector response versus distance from a point Ra source. 
The radium source E857 (Table 1) was placed in a source holder at detec-
tor height (approximately 2 m from ground surface), and the van posi-
tioned in a large, level, open lot with the detector in the raised posi-
tion. The source-to-detector distance was varied at 5-m intervals and 



Table 1. Radiation sources utilized in scanning system calibration 

Source Size 

Ra-334B 0.18 mg 

Ra-E857 1.0 mg 

Tailings I 2.3 £ 10 gm 
(1 m -10 cm thickness) 

Tailings II 2.2 j 10 gm 
(1 m -10 cm thickness) 

Tailings III 2.1 j 10* gm 
(1 m -10 cm thickness) 

Tailings IV 1.9 5 10* gm 
(1 m -10 cm thickness) 

Characteristics 

12 |xR/h at 10 cm 
0.6 nR/h at SO cm 
0.15 |iR/h at 100 cm 
0.01 |iR/h at 400 cm 

100 fiR/h at 10 cm 
4 jiR/h at 50 cm 
1 |iR/h at 100 cm 
0.1 |iR/h at 300 cm 

8.1 i 105 pCi 226Ra total 
35 pCi/g weighted average Ra concentration 
Surface exposure rate ~25 |iR/h 

226-

107 pCi 226Ra total 226. 1.0 x 
475 pCi/g weighted average """Ra concentration 
Surface exposure rate -50 pR/h 

1.5 107 pCi 226Ra total 226, 715 pCi/g weighted average Ra concentration 
Surface exposure rate ~85 pR/h 

2.4 x 107 pCi 226Ra total 
1260 pCi/g weighted average """"Re concentration 
Surface exposure rate ~250 |iR/h 

226. 
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thirty 1-second counts of the gross gamma radiation field obtained. 
With the source then removed, an average background count rate and asso-
ciated standard deviation was determined. The results of these measure-
ments aro presented in Fig. 20. 

The radium source could be statistically detected above the back-
ground at distances up to 65 m. At the maximum measured distance, the 
exposure rate attributable to the radium source was estimated at 
0.25 pR/h, based on the documented source strength. This corresponds to 
the measurement of approximately a 2% increase in the normal background 
levels. Comparison of these results to similar measurements made on the 
other currently-available scanning systems^found that although the 
range of detection systems were comparable (>60 m), the net sensitivity 
of the ORNL system (net count rates above background from equivalent 
sources) was approximately a factor of six better. 

DETECTOR DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE 
The vertical and horizontal detector response was measured to 

define the field of view of the shielded detector. The radium source 
334B (Table 1) was used at a constant 2 m source-to-detector spacing to 
provide an equivalent exposure rate at all source positions. The source 
was positioned first along the vertical centerline of the detectors at 
the detector raised height. The angular position of the source was then 
varied at 15° increments (maintaining the constant 2 m source-to-
detector spacing) from a location direotly in front of the detectors 
(0°) passing beneath the van (90°), to one directly behind the detectors 
(180°). Thirty l-seco&d counts of the source were obtained at each 
position and the average count rate computed. The resulting data were 
then normalized to provide an indication of the relative detector 
response versus source position. A graphic representation of these date 
are given in Fig. 21. From analysis of this graph, it is evident that 
the shielding provided by the PM tubes and structural materials on the 
bottom of the detectors, and the lead shielding on the back side effec-
tively limit the detector field-of-view to surfaces directly below and 
out the right (passenger) side of the van, as designed. The lead shield 
behind the detectors reduced the gaaima radiation field by approximately 
a factor of ten. 



Fig. 20. Gross detector response versus source-to-detector distance 
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The detector response in the horizontal plane was determined by 
positioning the source at the detector raised height and varying the 
angular position from one side of the detectors (0°), to directly in 
front of the detectors (90°), to the other side (180°) in 15° incre-
ments. Again, thirty 1-second counts of the source were made at each 
location and an average count rate computed. The data were normalized 
and graphed as shown in Fig. 22. These results indicate a symmetrical 
field-of-view out the right side of the van, with the optimum counting 
position located directly in front of the crystals, as expected. Since 
the detection system is mobile, all locations being scanned will pass 
through this optimum detection area as the vehicle travels by. As shown 
in Fig. 22, the lead shielding on the detector sides does, however, help 
to focus the detectors on this optimum point. 

SOIL SOURCE CORRELATION 
In an attempt to correlate the detection system response to various 

226 
concentrations of Ra in surface soil, analyses of the four area 
tailings sources (Table 1) were performed. The stationary van was posi-
tioned on a large, flat, open lot with the detector in the operating 
position, and the average background count rate determined. In turn, 
each of the four small area soil sources were placed on the ground in 
line with the detector (at the optimum counting location) and the 
source-to-detector distance varied in 1-m increments from 0 m to 15 m. 
Thirty 1-second counts of the gross gamma levels were made at each 
source position and the average value computed. The results of these 
measurements are shown in Fig. 23. 

Analysis of the soil calibration data shows that the detector 22g 
response varied directly with the source distance and the average Ra 
concentration in the soil. Detection ranges (distance at which the 
source could be statistically detected above background) varied from 5 m 
for the 35 pCi/g source, up to 15 m for the 1260 pCi/g source. The 
optimum counting distance for these small area sources was determined 
for all four sources to be approximately 1 m from the side of the van. 
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Utilizing the Scan Mode of operation, where the van is moving and 
the hit criteria employed, the same analysis of system response versus 
source distance was performed. By requiring the total Ra count rate to 
exceed a minimum level (see Data Analysis Technique section), the effec-
tive detector range was reduced, as would be expected. The average 
reduction in viewing range was 30% for all four sources. The maximum 
range for the 35 pCi/g source was determined to be 3 m, and for the 
1260 pCi/g source, approximately 10 m. 

226 Obviously, as the total volume and area of Ra-contaminated soil 
increases, the ease in detecting it also increases. The source size 

2 (1 m ) used in this correlation exercise was chosen to represent the 
smallest area for which the scanning system should be expected to 

226 
detect. The Ra concentrations represented by these sources span the 
range of values normally encountered in the field, although the limit 
currently established for remedial action is much lower (5 pCi/g in sur-
face soil as specified in 40 CFR 192). It should be noted that no 
attempt has been made to establish a calibration factor for the scanning 
system (e.g., pCi/g in soil per detector counts per second) since in 
practical applications the source-to-detector distance is unknown, the 
counting geometry variable, and shielding between the contamination and 
the detector potentially significant. 

FIELD TESTING 
Prior to the initial use of the scanning van, field testing was 

performed at locations where radium-bearing residual materials were 
known to have been used in various applications on private properties. 
Some 40 properties were included in the testing program. Previous 
comprehensive radiological surveys of these locations found onsite out-
door areas exhibiting surface gamma exposure rates ranging from 20 |iR/h 

2 2 
to 700 |iR/h over areas of less than 1 m and up to 15 m . The contam-
inated material was in the form of bricks, wood, piping, and soil, and 
was found to be present at any number of locations on a property. Dis-
tances from these materials to adjoining streets or alleys varied from 
less than 1 m to 20 m. The contamination was often shielded from the 
roadways by structures and was normally buried a few centimeters 
underground. 
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The first phase of the field testing involved comparison of various 
algorithms proposed for use as the data analysis method for the system. 
Initially, five different analysis methods were analyzed, (1) a radium-
to-thorium ratio technique, (2) a radium-to-potassium ratio technique, 
(3) a low energy- (<1.46 MeV) to-high energy (>1.46 MeV) ratio tech-
nique, (4) gross count rate comparisons to background, and (5) total 
radium count rate comparisons to background. The sensitivity of each 
analysis technique was compared on data obtained from several represen-
tative contaminated properties. The most sensitive technique proved to 
be the use of the radium-to-thorium ratios, although the number of false 
hits occurring with the use of it alone was found to be unacceptable. 
By modification of the data analysis method to include two other cri-
teria (determination of a minimum total radium count rate and the use of 
a mathematical difference technique) the incidence of false hits was 
reduced to an insignificant level. Complete documentation of the 
resulting data analysis technique employed on the van, based on the 
field testing, is provided in the Software Development section of this 
report. 

After the choice of the appropriate algorithm for data analysis was 
made and implemented, the system performance was tested at the proper-
ties where sufficient onsite survey data existed. Normal street-by-
street scanning methods were employed for the streets and alleys where 
the properties were located. Of the forty known contaminated locations, 
only four could not be identified by the ORNL system. At each of these 
properties, either source-to-detector distance (up to 20 m) exceeded the 
scanning range of the detectors, or the source size and associated expo-
sure levels were relatively insignificant (less than 1 m and 20 |iR/h). 
No false hits were recorded by the system during the testing. Based on 
these results, the scanning van performance was deemed acceptable, and 
the system activated for use in the DOE survey programs. 
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SUMMARY 

A mobile gamma-ray scanning system has been developed by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory for nse in the Department of Energy's remedial 
action snrvey programs. The unit consists of a Nal(Tl) detection system 
housed in a specially-equipped van. The system is operator controlled 
through an on-board mini-computer, with data output provided on the com-
puter video screen, strip chart recorders, and an on-line printer. Data 
storage is provided by a floppy disk system. Multichannel analysis 
capabilities are included for qualitative radionuclide identification. 

226 
A Ra-specific algorithm is employed to identify locations containing 
residual radium-bearing materials. 

Laboratory calibration and field testing have established the sys-
tem sensitivity, field of view, and other performance characteristics. 
Based on these results, the unit was proven to be more sensitive than 
comparable systems currently available, and provides discriminating 
capabilities that the other systems do not. The spectrum analysis tech-
niques employed on the ORNL system minimize the detector interferences 
that arise from geologic formations, geometry factors, and other natural 
radioactivity influences (e.g., brick buildings). 

The mobile scanning system has been proven to be a useful tool in 226 
the identification of properties contaminated with residual Ra-
bearing materials. Validation of historical information, ground-level 
verification of aerial survey results, and street-by-street screening of 
large areas are easily and cost-effectively accomplished by the use of 
this system. The system is limited only by access restrictions (e.g., 
lack of roads or alleys) and shielding problems (e.g., structures block-
ing the field of view, or earth shielding of buried materials), which 
can only be overcome by comprehensive onsite radiological surveys. 
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APPENDIX I 

INTERFACE UNIT CIRCUIT BOARD DRAWINGS 
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APPENDIX I I 

SCAN PROGRAM LISTING 
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; "31+ I e l i^ t s (ii 1H-I-- .-|i.H Mti.n't- hi I cr i-i«.rj5i" 
a + ion: iMnp'iirit ^norn^ 1 I or =. + ion2131" 

THE Flh'-;.| LErrilP >-|F THE Dl;':. 1I;-ED PROC-FFill MOCir": 

i F 
l f 
l t 
i + 
i + 

ii="c " 
i 1-- "!:•" 

i " i " 
i U-." cl" 
14-=" + " 

I HE ril-"M I.I.I I lib' 1 IF IHL: HE'J. 1 F'l-D PÎ OOkriM MODE 

i I i . -
.-i ii.l 

I ILL llllMt; 

i tv pi ir-i + " +i le 
T40 r>r in+"EEl" =r-
7 6 0 p r i n t =!•»<: 

700 rsr i 11+ =.r>c • £5 " Sr 
8 0 0 p i - i n + " I | - i p u + h u u j 

r r ir.l "El I !:-:*> th>. 
840 t-'t i n H"cli i - c -o i 
368 
38i> W i ri I-.-Ff"* • „ •-. LHI-
900 lei- l - 10 : -no ruU.' 1 Ci i 
920 I I .J>i.:l ii X ' I'r- 'J i-n;. l-i.̂ 'UO 

333 for 1=0 +-. K00 :ri.? . + i 
9 3 5 c i . i i i i b 2 

34© t r i i = " " :1 
960 fH- i riH" a TurriL rru r 
9 8 0 p r i n + " E i I S T F i t I C C C O I . I M i ; - -

1800 prirv* 0 > fchr^ :" 
1020 o^criS .6 ,6 -.ft in+1lci,hr '̂ 

najiiit. The I i !•• nhi-'j csii (;•«• no >>>>. i 
' "SO -ainM lis ;}" 
"ch-sT 11 .... i." 

B> 111 - •- I i '.•! iSI" 

Hi 

• i - • • i . 
I *.=• t 
•i, Ji.. 

tr. I-..-. • 
eh si-+..-I-
•:li-.-.j > +ui , 

- T I .-ft. 
I •-. I. 

1 I • 
Mi 

! "I • I I C I O . " j + r e e - t i . 

i c I •= 3m l relum tc M 

' &lilV.-il" 
i n l.hii?" 

PT" -ffii 

s Rs. Mi prii." 
Rirno niFF" 

3C *̂XETOEljeEESECEEElSI'' ; + :->"• 79 > ;chr 4 i 43> ; ' 
138'i f ; .-cr i-O l-o 100:ri«..;+. i 
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iCI'4m pnotlt; i , . :t:: i l>:.= .-•> 
1 Ot'Gt Of/.-'fi;'. ,2 . " I i " ur-1" i " . ,mi i I..-." 
1C«50 pi i n m r . U n . i i - t ' 1.3'-r ;•-!-„ J3' : 
1 1 (1i5 pr i i it-IT ri it r'.hr-t' I • :ii1J trhr f'' I 3 • r 
1110 • UC 
1 1 J.'O I M i l 1 Or i p 

11-10 for 1=0 ho £Ciri :i n=..-i i 
iihO <*.. it.^rau 
1 1 :":0 ih2!=!20 
1 opsn 5 .6.6! if 1 then pr i n+#5 s : 1 =0 
122U 7 = I fI 
124G U- r9»" + 1 oiotc.1340 
1260 if r3=':tZ- o)o+o 130O 
12130 if r-KP cjo+.ol340 
1300 fc»l = lsi+ t-150 +1 V 
1320 r=r-50:goto1380 
1340 if rl<0 +her, rl*="-" 
1360 bl=0 
1380 if 253>.'10 then tj3=l istoto 1420 
1400 b3=0 
1420 if b3>b4 then pr in+#5 ,chr*<13S> : :<ao+ol46@ 
1440 if fc'30:>4 then pr in+#5 ,chr*< 134> ; 
1460 if bl>b2 then prirrt#5,chr«<133?r:r2*="*":oioto 1500 
1480 if bl<b2 then pr int#5-c.hr132> s :r 2*="" 
1500 -for i=0+olQ0 i spr 136"' ; 
1520 if r<0 then r=0 
1540 1 
1 560 pr i ntH2 , oi:f ? chr* < 13 ; 
1570 print" ":prin+"H"; 
1580 print spc<8-len<4$ > *•> ;cit i s k < 10- lerKrS*"'> jrp* j s p c ( 1€<-Ien<r3*>? 
1600 print" "rl*" "r2$ 
1620 print bt:"M" 
1640 e.$="" :print#5,chr*<143);chr*<r> t 
1660 close 5:b2=bl:b4=b3 
1680 -3et at: if at="" -3otol .l20 
1700 i f a#»chrt(13) «iotol760 
1720 if a$=chr$09> -goto 1900 
1730 if a»=chr*<20>goto 1840 
1740 :gotol63Q 
1760 printtt2,bt;thrf<13>; 
1780 open5,6,6 :pr int#5,chrt>; 137? t -.close 5 
1860 print b* sb*=" " sgotol 120 
1820 d=0:b»="" :oiotol 120 
1340 i-f lerKb$> = l then bt="" 
1860 if "goto1688 
1880 b*=left$<b«,leiv:b*>-l> :^otol680 
1900 b*="end"sprint"§@a" 
^920 Print#2-b*;chr*<13;> 
j.940 b*=" " .-close 2 
1960 openS .6,6:pr i nt#5,chr$131 > t 
1930 print#5,chr*<132>;chr«<134>;:close5 
2B60 open 2,S,S, " 1 s"+s$+" 
2020 sys 53849 
2040 input#2,tlsprint tl 
2060 input#2,t2sprint +.2 
2080 input#2,n*sprint n* 
2100 input#2,nl»sprint nl* 
2120 "3osub3040 
2140 «»oto200 
2160 rem input road name****** 
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21 SO pr i n+. chf •. I 66 ' "M" ; 
2 2 0 0 o i e + s i f e t C < O + . ; , 2 ; H Q 0 

2220 tor ] =0 1 o 50 : n* • + i 
2240 pr i n+." ||" : 
2260 -for i=0 to 50:ivr-;+ i 
2280 mo to2160 
2300 if s*=chr4'13> cic+c.26^0 
2320 i + > •3O+O2620 
2340 «$=chr.t C34> •vio-t.o2200 
2360 i + S-T="fc." *o+o2420 
2380 it sl=":"or3$--" = " oio+oi'^OCi 
240C if '?ot.:.22'50 
24 20 e » O c h r *<20) qio+.o2520 
244Q i f 1*="" '30+02200 
2460 if ler-i'i$> = l then iCss"" :oio+o25Q0 
2480 i?:=le-F+.F'. i* . 1 i $ >--1 > 
23O0 '3t'--+o2S0O 
2520 i f -C" " -^0+02200 
2540 i-f a*:. " z " s j i c I s * ."I " ^o+o2200 
2560 i+ 1 en 'it )-l •3oto2i.'00 
25S0 
260© pr i n+. " . II" ; : .jot o22O0 
2620 priri+" " ; :re+urn 
2640 rem inpu+ from keytioa/xl 
2660 <jet i f s i t 1 " oioto2660 
2680 i+ i J=rt -then run 
2700 return 
2720 r i n p u t 8 ch«rmel c<*ta*++*** 
2740 oi»en6,6.1 :open7,6.2 
2760 iripu+#6,alf ,=>2$ ,=.4* 
2780 input*?,sSf ,ae$.a7$.aS* 
280® cl ossf. sre-^urn 
2820 rem cal ratio © hit*'**'***: 
2840 al=usl a2$> :a3-oal •: :a4=.v*.l ) 
2860 s.5='»al ) :a7=ua I «Le7t» :a8=wil <.&8f> 
2880 d=d+al :.:l$=str int>;d*. 25EO > 
2900 r 1 = int< •:a3+s5+s7.'>-< =>8*+2> > 
2920 r3=int', < * 3 + , - ' a 8 'Hil, 5.> :r3£=s-tr$':t-3.' 
294G •3$=*l*+a2$+a3$+a4*+sS:»;+ai6:f+a;'$+a8* 
2960 rS=r5:r5=r4:r4=255—r3*4 
2980 rS"=a3+a5+a7 :r9$=str$<r-9) 
3000 r=int.< ':r4+r5+r-6>/'3;» 
3026 return 
304O rem data list******* 
3060 open4,4:1=0:d=e 
3080 pr int#4 ,chr*( 1 ) t "SCON FILE NAME—SI" i : c h r $ 0 3 ) :chr$< 13) "3" 
3100 print#4,spc<25);"TOTRL R<? C0UHT HIT "tl 
3120 print#4,spc<25) ;"Rl=ITI0 HIT "t2 
3140 print#4,chr$<13): 
3160 gosufo3530 
3180 i-f •3*="end"®ioto200 
3260 i-f «=0 ojoto3160 
3220 1 = 1 + 1 s i-p 1 = 1 then •3osufc.402O 
324C r3*=str*<r3)srl*=str*<rl>:r9*=str*<r9) 
3260 pr i nt#4 , spc < 6-1 en < a£>$ ) ) :a9*;spc<21-len<b«) ) 
3260 priri+#4,spc.<7--len<dlS)) ;dl*jspc<10-Ien<r)) ; r 9 f;spc(7-len(r3l:));r3*; 
3300 pr in+#4,spc.'C7-leri<;rl$) ) ;chr$< 13) ; 
3320 a9«=" " :fc,»=,,M 
3340 -for i = l -to 3 
3360 oiosub3580 :rem input data. 
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33S0 if «j*="end"<»oto20G 
34BG i-f I eriy* 5 <30 then pr i nt#4 , >:— 1 en < > 5 ?a9* ?spc<21-len<b*5 5 ;fo*j 
3420 i-f len<gi><30 +hen prin+#4 .spc<7-len<dti5 5 :dl$ schr*135 ; 
3440 i f ....= 1 •3O+C.3520 
3460 next i 
3430 Pf'ir(+#4 . 
350O 30+03160 
3520 print#4 ,spc<34-len<:dlsf5 *> ;dl* pspc C 10-len<r9*"> 5 ;r9$;spc.>:7-len<r3» 5 5 ;r3$ s 
3540 pr int#4 ,spc< 7 - l e n < r 1$ 5 5 sr t* schr*< 13> s 
3560 '3toto3340 
35S0 iiiput*2,«*si-f «>$=»,",«joto3580 
36O0 print art 
3620 if I en <-3* ><30 «jo+o3960 
3640 a 1$=mid*1'-at ,3 ,65 s i - a * , 11 .65 :a3-.r-=fnid#<:-=i$ .20 .55 : a 4 $ = m i . 2 6 ,55 
3660 a5*=inid»<«>*,36r5> safiS^mid*"^* .44 ,55 i i d * < , 5 2 , 3 > :a8$=mid$<g*,60,5':> 
3630 al=«al <all) :a2='jal < a2* 5 :a3='.>al ':a3$5 4=',>al <a4$5 
3?00 a5=val<a5$5 : < a6$5 ta7>val(a7*5 <a8$5 
3720 if s8=0 then *3=1 
3740 d=d+alsd$=str*<int<d*.25855 
3760 dl=d-a3 i=stri'" int.<dl*. 2535 5 
3780 r 1 = int< a3+a5+a75- < a S # t 2 5 i f 1 *=str$<r 1 5 
3800 r-3=int< Ce-S+aS+a^ V3.95+CI. 55 :r3S==-.+r$';r3'.) 
3820 r9=e3+a5+s.7 :r9*=j=tr *0-95 
3840 if r5K+1 goto3940 
3860 if r3=>+2 «ioto3920 
3880 if r1>0 -30+03920 
3900 'joto3940 
3920 x=l ire-turn 
3940 >o=0 sreturri 
3960 if <a#="end" c,o+o4140 
3980 sa9»int<c<? 
4000 :<=0: return 
4020 pr int#4," TOTAL STREET NET TOT Ra Re,-Th POS" 
4040 print»4."DISTANCE NUMBER 01STANCE COUNTS RATIO DIFF"! 
4060 pr int#4,spc35 "REMARKS/LOCATION" 
4080 pr i n+#4 ." " ; 
4100 print#4," " 
4120 return 
4140 i-f 1=0 then pr in+#4 ,spc<245 ;chr$< 1 5 "NO ANOMALIES" 
4160 print#4:print#4:print#4."SRRF'RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR ";nl*"ffl" 
4180 prin+#4, " 3Tn$ :print#4,chr*< 125 
4200 close 2:close 4 :b*="" :d=0 
4220 return 
4240 rem back-ground pro-ara/n****** 
4260 print "^gl"spc''.305 "^BACKGROUND PROGRAMS" 
4280 prinf'EEEI" 
430Q printspc<195"BACKGROUND DFlTfl FOR AREA TO BE SCANNED CRN BE OBTAINED FROM" 
4320 print"21"spc< 155 "a*i8em file: beck-ground scan of area" 
4340 print spc<155 '"S^aid file: data from previous background file" 
4360 print"SEBB1" 
4380 printspcCJ05"ENTER ONLV THE FIRST LETTER OF THE DESIRED PROGRAM MODE"; 
4385 print chr*<166> 
4406 get i*:if i$="" oioto4500 
4420 i-F i*="n" «»oto4600 
4440 if i«="o" goto5860 
4460 i-f i$=chr*<195 o»oto200 
4480 i$="" :o»oto4380 
4500 for i=0 to 100 :next i 
4520 prinf'M"; 
4540 printspc<105"ENTER ONLV THE FIRST LETTER OF THE DESIRED PROGRAM MODE 
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4550 ciosub 272C-I 
4560 -for- i=0 Ho 1OO srievt i 
4580 pr li'it" «J" ? : •30+04380 
4600 t=0si*="" 
4620 pr- i n+"4EBEl" spc25.• "DRC KOF'OUHD SCHH" 
4640 pr ifi+"S®0" s-pc'. 10 •'"scari o-f ares should be obtained ?tt normal drv'tn-3 speed" 
4660 pr in+"rei"spc' 10 > "Min length or file ns;ne u 16 cher^c+ers" 
4680 pr- in+"2El".spcX 10 "Lire +he exit V «=••• • to close the background -file and" 
4700 print spc'&J "re+i ir n to Hie pro-at-am di rector v. " sprint "SB1SI" 
4726 print spc" 20 > " IHPU r P H a O R O U H D F1LC NAME "t 
4740 l e t 1 = 16 :-3£>fiib21 K5t1 
4760 j-f 3$=chr-t-' 1? > ^o+oiCiO 
4780 rtaitsiis1"1 

4800 pnn+"g 1 OTf'll. H5T P- Pa,'Th" 
4820 pr in+"DI STRHrEi rniJHTS RATIO" 
4340 pr int + =sb'*0> schrl < 1 r "aaEKEiiKKKttKfclfclfclKKtJfcliiEl" f+=do<795 ji-hr*'-: 1435 s "3" 
4845 tiosub 2720 
4847 -for- i =0 to 800 s nev +• i 
4850 «iosub 2720 
4860 open2 r 8 ,2 r " 1 i" + " , r <vr i te " 
4S8& -for- i=0 to 4O0 .-next i 
490© gosub27ZQ 
4920 t=t+l:a*="" 
4940 '3OSULI2820 
4960 ml=a2+ml :m2=rii2+ <«2-et3> sm3=a3+ni3 :rn4=ni4+a4+a5+a7 
4980 iri5=m5-t-a8 sm6=m6+e6 
5O00 •3$=al$+a2$+«"3$+a4-.£+B5-$+a6:t+a7t+«'8$ 
5020 print#2,oi*schrS';i33 : 
5040 r-9$=s+rS''.r-95 :r3$=strsKr3> 
5060 print spc;8-len<d:$5 5 :d» t spc< 10-1 en<r9$5 5 sspc< 10-lerv;r3*5 5 ;r-3* 
5080 get a* sit '30+04880 
5100 i-f a*=chr*<19> '3oto5140 
5120 goto4880 
5140 b*="end" spr int.#2 :chr$< 135 ; 
5160 ?)osub5680 
5180 close 2 
5200 p r i n f ' S H " 
5220 open2 .3,£."1 :"+s*+" ,seo|,reacl" 
5240 input*2 
5260 pr i nt oi* 
5280 i-f a*-"end" goto5320 
530© 9*="":3oto5240 
5320 close 2:close 5iprint"gg" 
5340 o p e n 4 4 spr int#4 rchr$ <15? "BACKGROUND FILE NAME—si" ;si.;i-hrt035 "H" 
5360 rnl $=str$ < intern 1+0. 555 sbl$=str$'; int<bl+0. 55 5 
5380 rn4$=s+r$< int<m4+0. 55 5 :iri5*=str$< in+(rn5+0. 55 5 sm6*=str#< int<rn6+0. 5> 5 
5400 m9f=str^< intCm9+0.55 5ib4*=str*': int<b4+0.555 :b5*=str*<int<b5+8. 5>5 
5420 b£*=s-tr$( irvt<b6+0. 55 5 sr3*=str$'; int<r3+0. 55 5 
5440 print#4,spc<165;"MEAN";spcC65.:"STD.DEV." 
5460 print#4,spc<265;"1 SIGMR" 
5480 print#4," " 
5500 prin+#4,"GROSS COUNTS"sspc<8-len<ml*55;wl*?spc<10-len<bl*55 
5520 print#4." TOTAL Ra"spc< 12-leri<rn4i5 5 ;rn4*;spc< 10-lenCb4*5 5 ;b4* 
5540 print#4,"Th"spc<18-len<rn5$?5 sm5$*spc<10-len<ta5*5>jb5* 
5560 pr int#4, "K" ,sspc< 19—len<m6*> > ;m6*;spc< 10—len<b6*5 5 ;b6* 
5580 print»4,"Ra^Th" ;spc< 15-len<m9*5 > j w 9 * . ! S P C < 10-len<r3*> 5 *r3* 
5620 t2= i rit < m9+ < 2#r35 5 
5640 tl = int< <2*<s«ir <rn4*<rn9+l 55 + 1 5 5+m4> 
5643 print#4,"gBB0" 
5645 print#4,"HIT CRITERIR" 
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565S print#4,"T0TAL Ra COUNTS. "tl 
5655 prin+#4,"RATI0 "t2 
5656 pr iret#4 .chrt( 12) sclose4 
5660 9oto200 
5680 rem cal mean <S std. dew. 
5700 nil=tnl/t :ni2=ni2/t :rri3=rri3/t :rn4=m4.'t 
5720 m5=m5f - t sm6=in6/t 
5740 b 1 =sc<r < m 1 ) : b2=soir ( rn2 ) : b3=s«ir ( rn3 > : b4=s.^r ( m4 ) 
5760 b5=s°ir(in5) :b6=S'Hr <m6> 
5780 r3»s«ir( <b4<"'fn4>#(b4/m4)-i < b5,-'rn5)*:(b5r''m5) ) 
5800 rii7=ni2/m3 :m8=m4/mS :m9=m4<"'rii5 
5S20 r3=in+<m9#soir< <b5/m5>*CbS,'ni5.J + <b4/m4>#<b4/m4.'> ) ) 
5840 r-sturn 
5860 rem input background data -from old -fi 1 
5880 prin*"g":I = 1 0 : i " " 
5900 print spc(20)"HIHPUT BACKGROUND DATA FROM OLD FILES" 
5920 print spc<ICO "INPUT TOTAL Ra COUNTS (MEAN) "; 
5940 oiosub2160 
5960 m4=val(i *)s i "" 
5980 print sprint spc(IC) MINPUT Ra,-'Th RATIO (HEANV ; 
6000 gosub2160 
6020 ri-i9=wal ( i *) s " 
6040 printsprint spc •: 10 >" INPUT Ra.'Th RATIO ( STD. DEV. ) " ; 
6060 yosub2160 
6080 r3=wal<it)!i?="" 
6100 +.2=i nt < rn9+ ( 2»r 3 > ) 
6120 tl=int< C2*<s«ir (rri4<Khi9+1 ) ) + l) >+rn4 ) 
6140 print sprint spc(10)"EEEHEW HIT CRITERIA" 
6166 print spc(10)"TOTAL Ra" + 1 
6180 print spcC10)"RATI0"t2 
6200 -For 1=0 to 2600 :ne.>ct i 
6220 o>oto200 
6240 rem calibration program****** 
6260 print "SJ" : spc ( 25 ) "3:flL I EiRAT I ON/ INSTRUMENT SETTINOSS" 
6230 print spc(25)"ZFHOTOPEAK CHANNEL SETTINGS" 
6300 print. spc(25)"Cs-137(0.661MeV) channel 111" 
6320 print spc(25)"Co-60(1.170MeV) channel 192" 
6340 print spc(25) "C.o~60( 1. 330MeV) channel 217" 
6360 prirrfc spc(25)"T1-208(2.614MeV) channel 424" 
6380 print spc(30)"2BMIND0H DISCRIMINATORS" 
6400 prin-t"ROI"spc(20)"UPPER CHANNEL*"spc(10)"LOWER CHANNEL*"spri 
6420 prinf'Al distance"spc<14)"10.6"spc(21)"1.50" 
6440 print"A2 gross counts"spc(10)"7.0Q"spc(21)"0.06" 
6460 print"03 0. 609MeV"spc(14) "1. 88 120"spc(13) "1. 35 90" 
6480 print"A4 0. 609MeV"spc<14) "1. 86 120"spc(13) "1. 31 90" 
6500 pr inf'Bl 1. 120MeV"spc(14) "3. 06 200"spc(13) "2. 66 170" 
6520 print"B2 1. 460MeV"spc(14) "4. 12 260"spc(13) "3. 33 215" 
6540 print"B3 1. 764MeV"spc(14) "4. 31 305"spc(13) "3. 75 260" 
6560 pr irit"B4 2. 614MeV"spc( 14). "8. 00 500"spc(13) "5. 76 382g®' 
6580 print spc(20)"DEPRESS ANV KEV TO START THE PROGRAM"chr*(166) 
6600 9et : i-f i*=M" ®ioto6660 
6620 i-f i$=chr$(19) goto200 
6640 goto6740 
6660 -for i=6 to 50 s next i 
6630 print"®"spc(20)"DEPRESS ANV KEV TO START THE PROGRAM "j"M" 
6700 -For- i=0 to 50: next i 
6710 eosub 2720 
6713 -for i=0 to 890! next i 
6715 aosub 2720 
6720 -For i =0 to 409: next i 
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6725 gotoSSSO 
6740 s9=0 :><$=" " 
6760 ^osub2720 
6770 tfosub 2820 
6780 print"gdi^+ " :"Re" 
6800 p r i n + " p u l s e " " : "counts" : " " • "0. 6Q9MeV" 
6820 p r i n t s p c O - I en' •:<* < * tcif : .4 : ::it :pr m t 
6840 print" Pa K Rd. Th" 
6S60 print"1.120HeV 1.460MeV t..'O-UleV 2.614HeV" 
6SS0 printaS* ;xt t»6* » «t :a7£ r.-t r*f3* 
6S"0O pr i nt: pr i nt: pr i nt 
6926 pr int :pr int." (0 second count O.609MeV" 
6940 print SPC. 14-len09*> > » aS>$ 
6950 pi-int :prin+."a>.'er age count rate="m4 
696Q s3='•••al < « 3 * J 

7000 si5i=aJ3-i-a9 
7020 i-f +=10 e io+ort 10 
7040 t=t+l 
7060 get i t: i -t it^" " ao+o6760 
7080 i-f it=chi-t'r 19> goto^eO 
7090 if i*«chr*<43> tlwn 
7100 i t= " " : gioto6760 
7110 r.-.3=rn2 : rr.2=i» 1 : m 1 » a9 
7115 tr.4= i nt < < m3+ r<i2+m 1 >, -3 
7120 t=0 : s9t=strt a? ':> ; a9=0 
7140 3oto704O 
7160 rem iden+i+v program******+ 
7180 pr i nt" 3" spc < 27 > " 31 DENT IF I CAT IOU P R O G R A M ® ® ® " 
7200 prinf'THIS PROGRAM IS TO PINPOINT THE EXACT LOCATION OF THE ANOMALIES." 
7220 print "The data is not stored in this program. If e permanent record is" 
7240 pr int."needed then return to the SCAN programEBr 
7260 print spc<ICO "TO RESET DISTANCE.DEPRESS 0" 
7280 print spcC10>"TO EXIT PROGRAM,DEPRESS EXIT KEV3EEI" 
7300 print spc 10 > " DEPRESS RNV KEV TO START THE PROGRAM"chrt< 166> 
7320 -aet if sit i¥="" oio+n73B0 
7340 if i*=chr*<19> goto200 
7360 «ioto7460 
7380 for i=0 to 50:next i 
7400 print"B"spc;i0>"DEPRESS RNV KEV TO START THE PROGRAM ";"ffl" 
7420 for i=0 to 50:next l 
7440 ojoto7300 
7460 p r i n t - a TOTAL TOT Ra Ra^Th F'OS" 
7480 print"DISTANCE COUNTS RATIO DIFF" 
7500 pr i nt tab < 0 > ?chr£ <155.:" SEEBBEEEEBBISEBBBBEEEl" t tab < 79 > : chrt < 143 > :" B" 
7510 aosub 2720 
7513 for i=0 to 800:next i 
7515 aosub 2720 
7520 open 5,6,6 
7540 for i=0 to 400 :next. i 
7560 gosub2720 
7580 ?iosub2820 
7600 if r9<tl goto7700 
7620 if r3<t2 «io+o7700 
7640 if rl<0 goto7700 
7660 pr int#5,chr$< 1331) ; :r£*="#" 
7680 rl$="+":goto7760 
7700 if rl<0 then rl*="-" 
7720 if rl>0 then rl$="+" 
774B print#5,chr*<132>;:r2i="" 
7760 if r<0 then r=0 
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7730 
7800 
7840 
7860 
7880 
7900 
7920 
7940 
7960 
7980 
8800 
8020 
8040 
8060 
8080 
S10G 
8120 
814G 
8160 
8180 
8200 
822G 
8240 
8260 
3280 
8300 
3320 
8340 
8360 
3380 
8400 
3420 
8440 
8460 
8480 
3500 
8520 
8540 
8560 
85S0 
8600 
8620 
8640 
3660 
3680 
8700 
3720 
8740 
8760 
3780 
8800 
8820 
8840 
8860 
8380 
8900 
8920 
894© 
8960 
8980 

close 5 
r9*»str$(r9) 
print. spci'S- lerv df> ) ;--p." <: 10-1 e n r 9$> > ?r9* j s p c ( 10- len(r3«) > ;r3$ s 
print" "r "ri'i 
i*=" " 
get i$:i + i $="" oio+oY"520 
if i$=chr:f<:. 19') oiotc.79S0 
if i*="0" then d=D 
if=" " saotor"520 
prirvfc"§@" 
open 5 , 6 6 : pr i nt l!' ̂  . chr * . ":> s c 1 ©s<»5 s «ioto20B 
rem data dump pro®' < < 
prinb"g" ?spc-27 '"ai'H'i. . ;-Jrif PROGRAMZBI" 
•Hosufc.9160 
otosub9780 
if a$=chrf, 19' ojoto20O 
if 5.1$="" «ioto9060 
oicisub3200 
gosuk>9300 
oiotoS100 
a=ual(al$ >:d=0 
print"3" 
open4,4:prin+#4,chr$- 1>t"FILE NAME—SI"td$<a) ;chr$(13)»chr*<13)"M" 
prin+.#4 .chr$(13) ;chr$< 13) 
print" 
pr i nt#4 
print" 
prirrt#4 
print" 
print#4, 
pri nt" 
print#4 , 
print" 
print#4, 
print" 

TOTAL 
TOTAL. 

K 
K 

DISTANCE 
" DISTANCE 
1.460MeV 1. 

1.460HeV 
(•feet) 

( f e e t ) 
cps) 1 

pr i rit#4 , " <cps) 

Ra 
R a 

GROSS 
GROSS 

764t'leV 2 
1.764MeV 
(cps) 

(cps) 
cps) 

'•• CPS ) 

1. 

Ra 
Re 

Th 
Th 

0. 609MeV 
0. 609MeV 

614MeV" 
2.614MeV" 

< cps ) 
(cpsl 

C P S ) " 

(cps) " 

Pa 
Pa 

120MeV": 
1.120MeV"; 

(cps) "t 
(cps) 

print tafc>(0) *chr$( 15) : "atittBKfciMKKfcifcifclfclKtiKKKfciEr *tab(79) jchr*< 143) 
print"3" 
open 2,8,8, "1 : "+d*''3.) + " ,se«t,read" 
input#2.,^$ 
i-f 01*=" "c,oto35S0 
i-f len(g*)<'.20 ajoto3980 
al»=mid«<g*,3 ,6) :*2*=mid*(-3$, 11,6) :a3$=rnid$<9*,20,5) :a4*=mid*(g*,28,5) 
a5*=mid«(g«.,36,5) : a6*=rn i d* ( ,44 ,5) : a7*=mid$ (g* ,52.,5) :a3*=mid*(g*,60.,5) 
al=val(al$):a2=val(32$):a3=val(a3*):a4=val(a4*) 
a5=val (a5$) :a6=val (aS$) :a7=val (a.7$) iaS=val (a8«) 
i-f a3=0 then a8=l 
i-f o(*=3l*3oto902e 

d=d+al:d*=strS<int(d#. 253)) 
a2*=str*(a2) sa3*=str*(a3) :a5*=str*(eJ5) 
a6*=str*(a6):a7*=str*(a7):a8$=str*(a8) 
print spc(10-len(d»))d$;spc(10-len(e2*))e2$;spc(S-len(a3*>)a3*,-
print#4,spc(10-len<d$)?d$;spc(10-len(a2»))a2*;spc<8-1en<a3*>)a3»; 
print spc(l©-len(a5*))a5*;spc(10-1en(s&%))a6$;spc(10-1en(a7*)>a7*? 
print#4,spc<10-len<a5*))a5*;spc(10-len<a6*))a6*js:pc(10-len<a7*))a7*j 
print spc(10-len(a8*))&8* 
pr i nt#4,spc(10-1en(aS*) ) aS* 
oj©t©8580 
i-f a»="end" «oto9020 
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9000 pr-int g* :pr 1 nt#4 r gf :go+oS58Q 
9020 pr i nt"S@" :c1ose 2 
904O print#4.chr*Cl95iclose 4 ireturn 
9060 for +o I 
90S0 d=0 
9100 o,osub8220 
9120 next a 
9140 .jioto200 
9160 rem r«?ad directory *** * *+ 
9180 pr int"2EEI"spc;2G > "READING DIRECTORY PLEASE WRIT" 
9200 open 2,8,4,"tt5" 
9220 print#2,"il" 
9240 open 15-8,15: x2«.1 r •-.=> 1 
9260 pr int#15 . "ul "4 ,1 .39 
9280 oiet#2 , at: i f at=" " then9280 
9300 xl=a»n'.at> 
9320 if >1 >77 -30+03380 
9340 get#2,a$:if a$="" then9340 
9360 
9380 fori=l to 8 
9400 -3e+#2,a*:if " +hen94O0 
9420 if atOchrt< 129 5 goto9400 
9440 1=0 
9460 get #2,a$:if ai="" goto9460 
9480 oiet # 2 i f si=" " goto94-30 
9500 if a$=chrt1605 goto9620 
9520 if 1=13 -3O+O9620 
9540 if a$>chr$<90) then «•*="" 
9560 if a$<chr*<325 +hena*="" 
9580 bt < i 5 =b$ < i }+»•$ : 1 = 1 + 1 
9600 goto9480 
9620 if i=l then c$=b$'ri5 
9640 if i = l -3O+O9680 
9660 if b$<i5=c? goto9760 
9680 d * < a ) = W < i 5 :a=s+l :ne*+ i 
9700 for i = l to 8 :fc.-*< i >="" :nex+ i 
9720 if xl>77 goto9760 
9740 goto9260 
9760 close 2:close 15:return 
9730 rem lis+ directory****** 
9800 pr i nt" SJ" : 1 =a-1 
9820 for i=l to 1 
9S40 print i" "d*< i 5.;: i = i + 1 : i f d*<i>="" goto9900 
9360 printteb<25> i 11 "d$<i5;:i=i+l:if d$<i5="" goto9900 
9SS0 pr i nttata (505 i" " c m i 5 : i f d*<i>="" goto9900 
9900 next i 
9920 print"30" 
9940 prinf'To print a file enter the number of that file." 
9960 prinf'To print all files depress only the return key." 
9930 print"To return to the program directory depress the exit key." 
10000 print"2EI" :al$="" 
10020 printspc<26>"INPUT FILE NUMBER "al*;chr$<1665 
10040 get a*:if a*="" gotol0120 
10060 if a*=chr$<19> goto10208 
10080 if a»=chr$<135 goto10200 
10100 al*=al*+a* 
10120 fori =0 to 50:nexti 
10140 print spc<265"BINPUT FILE NUMBER "alS" S" 
10160 for i =0 to 50 snexti 
10130 goto10020 
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1 0 2 0 0 r « + . i j r r i 

JOS 20 rem file I i ? t pro-sir am****** 
10240 pr int"SJ"*pc>. SO i "9- I |_E I. I ST PfcOOPflMSBBgra" 
10260 l>r int. srpclO'" rUl PPUOPAM HILL LIST ALL DAIA RBOVE HIT CR] TERIR. SBBI" 
10280 pr in-t - 20 > "aJSU-e ir'ore-d hit criteria" 
If300 priri+ 20 '"'Bi Shput nem hit criteria" 
10320 pr in+ •> "31 Hi 2- »"• £-11 de+aZBEEl" 
10340 PI 1trtspc. < 10:> " EH TE P OtILV THE f-lRS-O LETTER OF THE DESIRED PROGPRM "chrK 1 

10360 -36-+ i t n f 14;="" -ao l-olCHSCi 
10390 if go+o 10580 
10400 if goto 10900 
10420 if ii="l" cio+ol1220 
10440 if ifcrhr f llS.) yc.to^OO 
10460 it="" jtji. fol0340 
104S3O f c-i 1=0 +0 IO0: r i f>-+ j 
10500 pr i rit"Jj" j 
10520 priti+spi<10'"EHTEP OHLV THE FIRST LETTER OF THE DESIRED PROGRRM 
10540 tv,r i=.ci to 1Q0 :n*v:+ i 
10560 pr 1 n+" Jfl" ; : goto 10340 
10580 rem use stored hit. criteria 
10600 Print"ig"spc<20>l,aLIST DRTfl USING STORED HIT CP ITER 103" 
10620 9G£UbS>160 
10640 -3osub9730 
10660 if a*«chr*< 19'.) <joto2C<0 
10680 if a*-"" goto 10880 
10700 I Calf/ .- d=0 
18720 
10740 open 2,8,8, " 1 : .se-H,read" 
10760 input#2,-3J:: if 3*="" -gotol0760 
10730 tl=val 
1GS00 input#2 --3$: if -3*=" " ^^to 10300 
10320 t2=yal(-3*> 
10821 input#2,n*sprint n£ 
18822 inpijt#2,nl* sprint nlf 
10840 -aosub 3040 
10860 -3otc200 
10880 rem 
10900 rem input nem hit criteria 
10920 Print"g"spc<20>"aiNPUT HEW HIT CRITERIA" 
10940 cjosubSlcSO 
10966 -3O3Ub9780 
10980 if a^=chr«( 19>oioto200 
11000 i f goto 11200 
11020 a«val< a]* > s d = 0 
11040 s$=d*<a) 
11060 open 2,8,8,"1s"+d*<&>+",sect.read" 
1 1 0 8 0 prinfinpi.it total Ra c o u n t s " i n p u t tl 
11100 print" input ratio hit";:iriput t2 
11120 o)osub3040 
11140 a»OSUb9800 
11160 goto 10980 
11180 end 
11200 rem 
11220 rem list all data. 
1 1 2 4 0 print"ia,,spc':28)"m.IST ALL DATA" 
11260 -aosubS 160 
11280 -3osub9780 
11300 i-f a*=chr*< I9)goto200 
11320 if a*="" gotol1520 
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1 1 3 4 0 •s^ual <&1$> i 3 
1 1 3 6 0 
11360 o p e n 2 , e , S , " l rS"eoi, f e a d 
1 1 4 0 0 Inpu-Mt2,$$: i-f •3O+O114O0 
11420 +.la0 
1 1 4 4 0 iriput*£rc)t sif •30+01 1440 
1 1 4 6 0 t £ = 0 
1 1 4 3 0 
1 1 5 0 0 g o t o 1 1 3 0 0 
1 1 5 2 0 end 

ready, 


